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Abstract. The Ter~a Nova Bay polynya is a 
large, stable, annually recu~ring feature in 
the western Ross Sea which ma~kedly influences 
sea ice dynamics and physical oceanography in 
that region. St~ong, pe~sistent katabatic 
winds which blow far offshore, and blockage of 
northward drift i ng sea ice by the Drygalski 
Ice Tongue are both necessary for polynya ex
istence. Secondary factors, such as katabatic 
and synoptic wind interactions, and seawater 
depth, characteristics and circulation also 
affect the polynya. However, it is the ab
sence of this katabatic-blocking combination 
along other windy coasts that explains why 
similar polynyas do not form there. Direct 
though limited measurements provide strong 
confirmation that the katabatic conditions 
previously inferred from qualitative histori
cal accounts occur each year . The winter wind 
regime at Inexpressible Island is similar to 
that at coastal Port Martin, the second windi
est location in the Antarctic. Thermal infra
red satel l ite images contain ample evidence 
that the katabatic winds can extend well be
yond Terra Nova Bay. In addition, the images 
suggest that "anomalous" longevity is a common 
feature of katabatic drainage through the 
Transantarctic Mountains on to the Ross Ice 
Shelf. Seasonal and winter time series satel 
lite data document the Drygalski Ice Tongue 
blocking effect, and suggest that decreases in 
polynya area reflect rapid sea ice freezing in 
response to local weakening of katabatic wind 
action. The latter finding means that synop
tic forcing is important only during periods 
of major po l ynya expansion, and explains why 
this polynya's areal fluctuations are weakly 
correlated with the zonal component of the 
surface geostrophic wind in the weste~n Ross 
Sea. Sensible heat in northward flowing High 
Salinity Shelf Water (HSSW) and solar energy 
locally stored during summer can supply only a 
small fraction of the annual energy loss from 
the polynya to the atmosphere; the remainder 
comes from l atent heat released by the freez
ing of seawate~. Allowing for these energy 
sources, we calculate cumulative annual ice 
production of - 60 m from the surface energy 
balance. This estimate is an upper limit on 
possible ice production because of the uncer
tain impact upon spatially averaged energy 

fluxes of new ice formed in the polynya mar
gins. Ice production in Terra Nova Bay 
amounts to 10?. of the total formed over the 
Ross Sea continental shelf. Brine rejected 
during surface freezing of seawater may play a 
key role in maintaining the HSSW. 

Introduction 

The complexities of wintertime sea ice dy
namics and its influence on air-sea energy 
exchange , water column characteristics, sea 
ice mass balance, and biological productivity 
are being increasingly appreciated. Coasta l 
polynyas, located within winter pack ice lim
its, are of particular importance because of 
their intricate interactions with the atmos
phere, ocean, and surrounding pack ice . They 
produce a significant fraction of the annual 
sea ice surrounding Antarctica and, via the 
formation of saline shelf water, play an im
portant role in the production of Antarctic 
Bottom Water [Zwally et al., this volume; Cav
alier i and Martin, this volume) . Coastal 
areas of open water have been noted for many 
years in the Ross Sea [Pries tley, 19 14; U. S. 
Naval Hydrographic Office, 1960; Stonehouse, 
1967; Streten, 1973), but detailed observa 
tions during the polar night have only been 
available since the advent of infrared and 
mic~owave satellite imagery. O'Connor and 
Bromwich [ unpublished manuscript) have shown 
that polynyas can form on the east and west 
sides of Ross Island near Cape c~ozier and 
Cape Royds as a result of the deflection of 
southerly barrier winds by the steep volcanic 
island. Zwally et al. [this volume) studied a 
polynya that forms along the front of the Ross 
Ice Shelf to the east of Cape Crozier and de
monstrated that it fluctuates in response to 
synoptic scale winds. Such investigations 
provide an approximate idea of the governing 
physical mechanisms, but suffer from the ab
sence of an accurate depiction of the wind and 
temperature fields affecting the open water. 
For example, katabatic winds draining through 
the Transantarctic Mountains also appear to 
influence the polynya studied by Zwally et al. 
[this volume) which will be discussed l ater. 
Detailed analysis of the formation and flue-
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Fig . l. Neighborhood of Terra Nova Bay. Solid circles denote loca tions of 
hydrographic profiles in Jacobs and Haines [1982). 

tuations of a prominent, recurring coastal 
polynya permits the important physical mechan
isms common to all these features to be iden
tified. The regional impact of these atmo
spheric heat sources and oceanographic heat 
sinks can then be assessed. 

The polynya in Terra Nova Bay (Figures 1 
and 2) is a dynamic and thermally anomalous 
feature in the western Ross Sea . Though car
tographically an embayment bordered on the 
south by the Drygalski Ice Tongue, and on the 
west and north by the Victoria Land coast, the 
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Fig. 2. Regional map. Filled circles give positions of hydrographic stations. 

bay is not oceanographically separated below 
the approximate 100-m draft of the Drygalski 
Ice Tongue from the open Ross Sea (see bathy
metry, Figure 1). Wintertime open water in 
Terra Nova Bay was first reported by the men 
of Scott's Northern Party who noted that part 
of the bay was ice free throughout the winter 
of 1912 [Priestley, 1962). Knapp [1972) first 
reported this using sa tellite imagery, and hy
pothesized that it was one of a class of po-· 
lynyas that form when strong winds associated 
with passing cyclones blow ice away from the 
lee of fixed barriers. Our comparison of po
lynya area fluctuations and synoptic wind con
ditions [Kurtz and Bromwich, 1983) indica tes 
that this is unlikely. While the a rea of open 
water in Terra Nova Bay probably does fluc
tuate in response to synoptic interactions 
with polynya forcing mechanisms, the persis
tence of open water throughout the winter, 
regardless of synoptic conditions, indicates 
that it is not formed by passing cyclones. 
Szekielda [1974 ) later noted the polynya and 
attributed its presence to submarine volcanic 
activity and/or upwel ling of warm deep waters 
which prevented sea ice from freezing. Bottom 
sediment samples and sonar data collected in 

Terra Nova Bay during Deep Free ze 80 [Anderson 
and Ku rtz, 1980) indicate no submarine volcan
ic activity. No exceptionally warm deep wa
ters have been sampled in this area [Jacobs 
and Haines, 1982) and we have shown [Bromwich 
and Kurtz, 1984] tha t none need be present. 
The polynya can be formed and maintained 
through the action of the "plateau wind" en
dured by Scott's Northern Party, and be lieved 
by them to have kept the bay partly ice free. 

In 1979, the polynya, and a surrounding re
gion which we interpret to have consisted of 
thin or loosely consolidated pack ice, occu
pied roughly 25,000 km 2 (Figures 3a and 3c) . 
Mean polynya area was 1300 km 2 , varying from 
near zero to 5000 km 2. A nuc leus of open wa
ter was virtually always present offshore from 
Inexp ressible Island and the outlet of the 
Reeves Glacier (Figures land 3a). At its 
maximum extent the entire bay was ice f r ee, 
with the seaward polynya boundary being as far 
east as the eastern tip of t he Drygalski Ice 
Tongue . The area of thin or l oose pack exten
ded east and northeast of the polynya, and was 
increasingly colder and more consolidated far
ther from the polynya (Figure 3a) . The desig
nations "thin or loose pack ice" are opera -
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Fig. 3. Thermal infrared satellite (Defense Meteorological Satellite Program) 
images of the Western Ross Sea. Light tones indicate cold temperatures, dark tones 
are warm. Symbols are identical throughout; D, Drygalski Ice Tongue; E, thermal 
signature of kata batic winds; L, zone of unconlidated pack ice; P, polynya; R, Ross 
Sea pack ice; J, katabatic jet. (a) April 19, 1979; a utumn polynya. (b) July 22, 
1978; winter polynya (partia lly obscured by a thin synoptic scale cloud field ) . (c) 
August 10, 1979; l ate winter polynya. 
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Fig. 3. 

tiona1 ones. The thermal signature of this 
zone is cons i stent with the presence of a thin 
ice-covered sea surface but the visib l e net
work of fra c tures and leads characterizing the 
Ross Sea pack ice field is absen t . Based upon 
the accumulating evidence that katabatic winds 
can blow far offshore (discussed later), we 
interpret this region as being due to kata
batic winds which, while not ab l e to maintain 
essential ly open water conditions, prevent sea 

(continued) 

ice consolidation . Observed variations in the 
shape, size, and boundary l ocations of the 
zone of loose pack during winter 1979, and its 
thermal continuity with the eastern edge of 
the polynya, suggest sea ice present there 
formed in the polynya and was advected east
ward by katabatic winds. The region appears 
physically. continuous with the Ross Sea pack 
ice, though a band of cold, perhaps thick, sea 
ice is often present between them [Szekielda, 
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1974; Kurtz and Bromwich, 1983]. This band 
separates the polynya and surrounding regions 
from the Ross Sea, and may consist of ice from 
the zone of loose pack that accumulates at the 
edge of the Ross Sea pack ice field. 

We have formulated a multifaceted conceptu
al model concerning the processes that create 
and maintain this polynya. On site measure
ments needed to test various aspects of this 

thesis are currently being obtained. At pre 
sent, our understanding relies principally on 
evaluation of historical records and infrared 
satellite images, constrained where possible 
by independent meteorologica l and g lac iolog i
cal observations. Salient factors in develop 
ing this model are that the relevan t Anta rctic 
meteorological processes and glacial features 
recur annually, or are stable on decadal time 
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scales. For example, winter surface winds on 
the polar p l ateau are assumed to blow in the 
same patterns from year to year , and through
out the winter season. (Seasona l terms are 
defined as follows: winter refers to the pe
riod without sunshine (ear ly May to mid
August); summer, with 24 hours of daylight, 
extends from early November to mid-February; 
spring and autumn encompass the transitional 
periods.) This stability reflects the domi
nant influences of terrain slope and winter 
surface temperature inversion upon surface 
airflow over the ice sheet [Parish, 1982]. 
Such considerations enable us to utilize nu
merical simulations and data from different 
years to support our conten tions. This con
ceptual framework reflects an interdiscipli
nary synthesis of several lines of evidence. 

The previously elucidated model [Bromwich 
and Kurtz, 1982, 1984; Kurtz and Bromwich, 
1983] is summarized, discussed, and updated 
here. In particular, direct though limited 
measurements of the katabatic outflow in Terra 
Nova Bay show close agreement with earlier in
ferences from qualitative sources. Also, sev
eral lines of evidence suggest that persis
tence of katabatic winds far beyond the slope 
break is a common feature of airflow through 
the Transantarctic Mountains. The seasonal 
cycles and shorter-term fluctuations of the 
polynya size are examined with the primary 
aims of demonstrating that satellite images 
record the blocking effect of the Drygalski 
Ice Tongue and that synoptic forcing plays a 
key role only during pe riods of substantial 
polynya expansion. At all other times the 
behavior of the katabatic wind is the domi
nating mechanism. Finally, annual ice produc
tion in the polynya and the resulting salini
zation of shelf waters in the western Ross Sea 
are estimated. 

Polynya Forcing 

The Terra Nova Bay polynya is thought to be 
formed and maintained through the combined ac
tion of (1) strong, persistent offshore kata 
batic winds which prevent sea ice from consol 
idating in the bay, and (2) the blocking ac
tion of Drygalski Ice Tongue which prevents 
existing sea ice from entering Terra Nova Bay 
from the south. Each of these influences is 
necessary, though insufficient without the 
other, and absence of this combination along 
other windy coasts (e.g. Cape Denison) may in 
?art explain the absence of similar polynyas 
there. 

Katabatic Winds 

Existence and seasonal occurrence of kata
batic winds in Terra Nova Bay are inferred 
from several lines of evidence. Numerical 
modeling of winter surface winds in Ea s t 

Antarctica predicts air confluence and drain
age into Terra Nova Bay [Parish, 1982] . Cal
culations are based upon integrated boundary 
l ayer equations which express a steady state 
balance between the pressure gradient force 
generated by the sloped surface temperature 
inversion, the Coriolis effect, and friction. 
Explicit mAss conservation was not required, 
so only a qualitative picture of the time
averaged drainage mass flux is provided. Par
ish [1981, 1982] has argued that the prereq
uisite for strong, persistent coastal katabat
ic winds is a large cold air reservoir which 
discharges through a relatively narrow outlet. 
Surface airflow draining roughly 37. of East 
Antarctica appears to blow principally down 
the - 15-km-wide Reeves Glacier valley . The 
simulation is supported strongly by the ac
counts of Scott's Northern Party who, during 
the winter of 1912, observed strong, persist
ent katabatic winds 34 km to the east of that 
valley exit [Bromwich and Kurtz, 1982], and by 
sastrugi orientations on the ice sheet west of 
Terra Nova Bay [David and Priestley, 1914; 
Stuart and Heine, 1961). Sastrugi are wind
formed snow surface ridges that are aligned 
with the prevailing wind direction. Their or 
ientations agree closely with Parish's stream
line pattern, and in particular demonstrate 
that the simulated position of the drainage 
divide between airflow into Terra Nova Bay and 
flow to Cape Denison is well located [Bromwich 
and Kurtz, 1984]. 

An automatic weather station (AWS) was in
stalled at an e l evation of 78 m on the sou th
ern tip of Inexpressible Island on February 4, 
1984 (Figure 1). It operated flawlessly until 
April 19, 1984, when transmission stopped 
abruptly. Very strong katabatic winds were 
measured during most of the pe riod . Vector 
average surface winds for Februart' March, and 
April were from 295° at 14.1 m s- , 295° at 
18.4 m s-1, and 304° at 16.4 m s - 1 Direc 
tional constancies were 0.97 , 0.99, and 0.98, 
respe c tively. The short record suggests that 
the katabatic conditions encountered by 
Scott's Northern Party during the 1912 winter 
[Bromwich and Kurtz, 1982] recur each year; 
Bromwich and Kurtz [1984) used a historically
derive~! coasta l resultant wind of 293° at 
15 m s in their scaling analysis of polynya 
processes. Wind conditions at Inexpressible 
Island are similar to those prevailing at Port 
Martin in Adelie Land [Parish, 1981]. This i s 
remarkable because Port Martin sits at the 
base of the ice slope whereas Inexpressible 
Island is some 34 km to the east of the Reeve s 
Glacier exit. Because the airflow slows under 
friction as it crosses the f l at Nansen Ice 
Sheet [Bromwich and Kurtz, 1984], winter wind 
speeds at the foot of the Reeves Glacier val
ley must rival those at Cape Denison, a reg ion 
renowned for the presenc e of in tense katabatic 
winds [Mawson, 1969]. 
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a 

Fig. 4. Satellite infrared sequence illustrating polynya expansion during Hay 1979; 
see text for discussion. Symbols are same as Figure 3. (a) May 16. (b) May 21. 
(c) May 23. (d) May 24. 
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Fig. 4. (continued) 
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Fig. 4 . (continued) 
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An infrared signature (labeled by E in Fig
ures 3 and 4) thought to reflect the descent 
of adiabatically warming (drift-bearing?) air 
was described by Kurtz and Bromwich [1983). 
This signature is the warmest feature in and 
around the western Ross Sea apart from the po
lynya itself and is present in satellite im
ages throughout the winter. It can be divided 
into two general regions. The cooler 
(lighter), fainter area on the polar plateau 
probably represents the converging air cur
rents modeled by Parish [1982). The warmer 
(darker) region adjacent to the coast is most 
pronounced in the Reeves Glacier val l ey and 
adjacent Nansen Ice Sheet. Landsat images and 
air photographs reveal that the ice surface is 
very ablated there [Bromwich and Kurtz, 1984). 
The coastal signature is very similar to that 
generated by strong valley winds in Alaska 
[Marvill and Jayaweera, 1975) and probably oc
curs for the same reason; i.e., strong (kata
batic) winds thoroughly mix the near surface 
air and cause the ice surface temperature to 
be significantly higher than that in more qui
escent adjacent areas. The extent and borders 
of this warm area are consistent with observed 
and inferred paths of katabatic winds. Low 
relative humidities, generated by dry adiabat
ic descent of air from the plateau, coupled 
with high persistent winter wind speeds favor 
substant ial evaporation from the ice surface, 
consistent with the ablated surface observed 
during summer. 

The apparent persistence of katabatic out
flow across Terra Nova Bay contrasts sharply 
with observations elsewhere along the East 
Antarctic coast. There katabatic winds typi
cally die out within 10-20 km of the foot of 
the terrain slope [Ball, 1957; Tauber, 1960; 
Weller, 1969; Schwerdtfeger, 1970). This is 
an important consideration because we infer 
that the katabatic jet forms and maintains the 
open water. Rapid dissipation has been attri
buted to turbulent instability close to the 
foot of the terrain slope, where the wind ex
periences an abrupt increase in depth [Ball, 
1956). Vi sible, drift-bearing eddies ("whirl
ies") and walls of drift snow associated with 
this turbulence were commonly observed at Cape 
Denison [Mawson, 1969). Such features were 
not remarked upon by Scott ' s Northern Party 
though their absence in the Terra Nova Bay 
vicinity has not been demonstrated. Simula
tions indicate that the strong katabatic winds 
which reach Inexpressible Island can be main
tained seaward far enough to acco unt for ice 
accumulation in the satellite-observed band of 
ice along the eastern polynya boundary [Brom
wich and Kurtz, 1984). 

Thermal infrared i mages provide substantial 
evidence that persistence of katabatic flows 
far beyond the slope break is a common feature 
of drainage through the Transantarctic Moun
tains. Therma 1 "plume s" emanating from the 

Skelton, Mulock, and Byrd glaciers (Figure 2) 
can be seen on many of the images in Figures 3 
and 4 (labeled by J ) , and occurred very fre 
quently throughout the 1979 winter. These 
signatures have previous l y been observed dur
ing January 1973 [Swithinbank, 1973) and Octo
ber 1973 [Godin, 1977), and thus appear to be 
climatological features on the flat Ross Ice 
Shelf. The plumes may appear because the 
emission temperature near the top of a turbu 
lent drift-bearing [Godin, 1977) ka ta ba tic 
layer is much higher than that of the quies
cent snow surface outside of, but adj acent to, 
the katabatic a irs tream. This explanation is 
made more plausible by the strong winter mean 
surface inversion strength (-l0°C) inferred by 
Schwerdtfeger [1984, p. 83) for the northwest
ern part of the Ross Ice Shelf . It is to be 
noted that typically the pl umes from the Skel
ton and Mu l ock glaciers exhibit the leftward 
turning of pseudo-inertial flow while the Byrd 
Glacier plume does not. Further analysis of 
the nature and dynamics of these airflows is 
clearly needed . Finally, Figure 3c shows that 
these plumes can merge into a broad air stream 
and reach the Ross Sea; this has been observed 
on other images. This observation suggests 
that these airflows may play a role in the 
formation in this a rea of the po lynya that was 
studied by Zwally et al. [ this volume]. 

Automatic weather station obs e r vations from 
Franklin Island, about 200 km southeast of 
Terra Nova Bay (Figure 2) , also suggest that 
katabatic winds can blow for considerable dis
tances over the ocean. Throughout 1982 and 
1983, northwesterly winds were frequently mea 
sured (10-40% of 3-hourly observations, de
pending upon the month). This recurring fea
ture is not easily explained in terms of known 
synoptic events; prevailing winds in the west
ern Ross Sea are southerlie s [Ta l jaa rd et al., 
1969; Kurtz and Bromwi ch, 1983). Similar per
sistent winds were experienced in June 1915, 
as the Aurora drifted pa s t Franklin I sland, 
leading Wordie [1921) to suggest that they 
came from the David Glac ier, which feeds the 
Drygalski Ice Tongue . The frequent presence 
near Franklin Island of a katabatic jet from 
the David Glacier would be consistent with the 
sustained southeast movement of large ice 
floes near 'the Drygalski Ice Tongue, as ob
served by Ahlnaes and Jayaweera [1983) during 
the 1981-198 2 austral summer . Other explana
tions are possible; Savage and Stearns [ 1984) 
believe that the wind regime at Franklin Is
land is governed sole l y by synoptic events. 
Research is underway to ve rify this apparently 
remarkable example of the offshore longevity 
of ka ta ba tic flow. 

Bromwich and Kurtz [ 1984) have argued that 
katabatic conditions in Terra Nova Bay are 
best explained as boras, with the air blowing 
downslope being denser than the air a t sea 
level. Bora -type c ondi tions do not requ i re a 
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favorable synoptic pressure gradient. We have 
estimated the mean winter surface wind speed 
at Inexpressible Island to be 15 m s- 1 , and 
the katabatic layer depth to be at l east 390m 
(the maximum elevation of the island). Both 
values are based upon observations during 1912 
by Priestley [1913) (see Bromwich and Kurtz 
[1982)). As indicated previously, 1984 data 
from the AWS on Inexpressible Island are in 
excellent agreement with our wind speed es
timate. We use this value and assume an ini
tial 450 m katabatic layer depth to model 
katabatic trajectories across the bay, and to 
sca le rates of dissipation of the horizontal 
density difference between the jet and air in
to which it flows. Details of these calcula
tions are provided in Bromwich and Kurtz 
[1984); principal assumptions are summarized 
below. We assume the layer-average wind speed 
and surface speed to be equal, and neglect 
fluxes of sensible and latent heat when com
puting trajectories of cold air as it crosses 
the bay. Winds are ass umed to issue from the 
Reeves Glacier va lley where wind depth begins 
t o increase from 300 m (a typical value at 
Cape Denison) to the assumed depth of 450 m at 
Inexpressib l e Island ; wind speed decreases 
over the same distance from a simulated 23 m 
s-l (representative for Cape Denison) to 15 m 
s-1 Regardless of synoptic conditions, there 
is relatively little difference in jet trajec
tories within 20-30 km of the western shore of 
Terra Nova Bay, a typical polynya width. Ceo
strophic winds from the east and south are 
most favorable for maintenance of the jet; 
such winds occurred 90% of the time during 
winter 1979 [Kurtz and Bromwich, 1983 ). In 
the presence of southerly or easterly geo
strophic winds, trajectories swing round to 
the northeast, consistent with the usual ori
entation of the thermal signature of this air
flow. Offshore winds in the bay do not prevent 
sea ice from forming; they prevent it from 
consolidating a s a thick pack ice cover and 
advect it out of the bay. During calm inter
vals in 1912, sea ice was observed to freeze 
rapidly, but was rapidly dispersed when winds 
resumed . 

Surface Energy Balance 

An approximation of wintertime energy ex
changes across the air-sea interface can be 
obtained by conside ring an average surface 
wind speed of 13 m s-1 over the bay (Tables l 
and 2). Energy exchanges during summer were 
computed using lower wind speeds based upon in 
situ observations taken by D. Skinner and 1984 
AWS data. These calculations yield large win
ter heat fluxes which are a substantial frac
tion of the so lar constant · (1376 W m-2) but 
even so permit a horizontal density contrast 
between the katabatic jet and sea l eve l ai r to 
persist for distances comparable to typical 

polynya widths. For example, Bromwich and 
Kurtz [ 1984) note that for a layer 500 m deep , 
an initial horizontal l ayer-average buoyancy 
deficit of 2K, and a sensible heat flux of 630 
W m- 2 into the layer, there is no density con
trast once the air has traversed 29 km of open 
water. Assuming a combinei sensible and la
tent heat flux of 820 W m- , i mplying comp lete 
water vapor condensation, the density contrast 
has disappeared after the jet has traversed 
22 km of open water. Bromwich and Kurtz 
[1984) note that frazil ice, which forms in 
the polynya and supplies the energy lost 
through the water surface , is probab l y herded 
by wind-generated Langmuir cir culations into 
long rows of grease ice parallel to the kata
batic wind direction. Martin and Kauffman 
[1981) find that as the wind forcing dimin
ishes the grease ice tends to consolidate into 
pancake ice. Surface heat transfer from the 
water to the air is little affected by grease 
ice at the interface but is significantly re
duced from its open wa ter value by pancake 
ice. Thus the surface energy balance in the 
more distal parts of the polynya and zone of 
loose pack is probably a complicated function 
of the types and quantities of sea ice pre
sent. On the other hand reduced surface heat 
fluxes will allow the katabatic jet to main
tain its negative buoyancy for greater distan
ces offshore. 

The winter water column in Terra Nova Bay 
probably consists entirely of High Sa linity 
Shelf Water (HSSW, previously called Ross Sea 
She lf Water) [Jacobs et al., 1970; Jacobs et 
al., this vo lume ] . With this water mass being 
nearly isothermal at the sea surface freezing 
point (~ - 1.9"C) the only significant energy 
source available t o supply the large winter 
heat losses presented in Table 1 is l a t ent 
heat release associated with ice formation. 
Detailed discussion of the available energy 
supplies and the required ice production rates 
is presented in the physical oceanography sec
tion. Brine formation during evaporation and 
sea ice formation induces haline convection 
that, along with wind-driven mixing, cou ld ex
tend to great depths [ Lewis and Walker, 1970; 
Killworth, 1983), affecting much of the 
~ 1000-m water column. 

Surface energy balance calculations can al
so be used to assess polynya area estimates 
obtained from thermal infrared sate llite im
ages. Free atmospheric subsidence associated 
with entrainment into the katabatic air mass 
tends to dissipate clouds immediately above 
the boundary layer [compare Ta uber, 1960 ). 
This considerably enhances the chances for 
viewing the winter polynya on satellite im
ages. (This phenomenon was responsible for 
the comparative ly good weather in Terra Nova 
Bay during January 1983 [Mor timer, 1983] at a 
time when strong ka ta ba tic winds at Inexpres 
sible Island were observed frequently from 
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TABLE 1. Calculated Surface Energy Balance (Watts per Square Meter) 
of Open Water in Western Terra Nova Bay 

Month 

March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
January 
February 

Variable 

SW 
(Q+q)o 

u 
n 

LW 
£ 

0 

e 

Ts 

R 

G 

Evaporation 
Corresponding 

sw LW R H LE G 
to LE 
em d - 1 

63 -37 26 379 176 - 529 0 . 61 
15 -40 -25 403 179 -607 0 . 62 

0 -48 -4 7 575 192 - 814 0.66 
0 -46 -4 6 601 188 -835 0.65 
0 - 50 -50 574 192 - 816 0.66 
6 - 48 -42 625 194 - 861 0.67 

36 -42 -6 615 193 - 814 0 . 67 
117 -41 76 391 173 - 488 0.60 
247 -44 203 218 128 -143 0.44 
278 -39 239 39 55 +145 0. 19 
257 -40 217 37 45 +135 0 .16 
164 -36 128 124 111 -107 0 . 38 

Description 

Sellers [1965] 
absorbed shortwave radiation- (Q+q) 0 (1-u) ( 1 - 0.16 n - 0.38 n

2
) 

total incident shortwave radiation at the ground on a horizonta l 
surface under clear skies 
water surface albedo 
total fractional cloud cover 

Gordon [1981], Reed [1976) 

net 1ongwave absorp tion=- £oTs4 (0.254 - 0.00495 e) ( l-0.7n) 
emissivity of sea water = 0.97 
Stefan - Boltzmann constant = 5.67 x 10-8 Wm - 2 K-4 

vapor pressure of the surface air in millibars 
sea surface temperature in Ke l vins 

net radiation = SW + LW 

Liu et al. [1979] 
upward flux of sensible heat = pCP CH V (Ts - T) 
density of air _1 - 1 
specific heat of air at constant pressure = 1005 J kg K 
transfer coefficient for sensible heat = 1.25 x 10- 3 March- October; 
1.39 x 10-3 November, February; 1.73 x 10-3 December, January 
surface wind speed 
surface air temperature in Kelvins 

Liu et al. [1979] 
P L CE V (q s - q) upward flux of latent heat 
latent heat of vaporization= 2.502 x 106 J kg -1 
transfer coefficient for water vapor = 1.33 x 10- 3 March-October; 
1.41 x 10-3 November, February; 1.78 x 10-3 December, January 
saturated specific humidity at Ts 
spec ific humidity of the surface air 

R - H - LE =energy flux ga ined by the water column f r om surface 
energy exchanges 

Sign convention [Muon, 1966]: A surface e nergy gain by radiation is positive . 
Turbulent fluxes of sensible and latent heat are positive when directed upward . 
Heat transfer to the surface a s a result of advection or storage change in the 
water column is negative . 
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TABLE 2. Input Data for Surface Energy Balance Calculations in Table 1 

(Q+q)o, Ts, v, T, Td, Ps, 

Month W m-2 a n oc m s-1 oc oc mbar 

March 106 0.13 o. 72 -1.9 l3 -19.0 -29.0 989.6 
April 24 0.15 0.66 -1.9 13 - 20.0 - 30.0 991.0 
May 0 0.23 0.52 -1.9 13 -27 . 0 -35.0 991.4 
June 0 0.23 0.56 -1.9 13 -28.0 -32.0 992.0 
July 0 0.23 0.48 -1.9 13 -27.0 -35.0 989.0 
August 9 o. 23 0.52 -1.9 13 -29.0 -36.0 989.8 
September 58 0.16 0.64 -1.9 13 -28.7 -35.0 986.1 
October 178 0.11 0.64 -1.9 l3 -19.6 -27.0 983.1 
November 349 0.09 0.58 - 1.2 10 -13 .0 -20 .0 988.8 
December 423 0.09 0.67 -0.5 5 -4.0 -10.0 993.4 
January 381 0.09 0.64 -0.5 5 -3.8 -7.8 999.1 
February 270 0.10 0.74 -1.2 10 -8 .0 -16.0 991.9 

Variable Description Source 

v Assumed values 

Ts Assumed values 
(Q Interpolated to 75°S Rusin [19641 + q)o 

a Applies at 70° latitude Budyko [ 19641 
n Observed values at Schwerdtfeger [ 19701 

McMurdo Station 
T Monthly climatological Taljaard et al. [1969) 

Td (dew point temperature) values at 75°S, 165°E 
ps (sea level pressure) 

Gondwana Station (F. Tessensohn, personal com
munication, 1983); farther north, low clouds 
and fog persisted along the coast.) As the 
katabatic air mass crosses the open water, 
evaporation can saturate the cold winter air 
and lead to fog and/or cloud formation within 
the boundary layer. This point can be demon
strated by considering the atmospheric water 
budget . Following Bromwich and Kurtz [~l84) a 
layer-average July wind speed of 13 m s , a 
katabatic depth of 500 m and a 25-km-wide po
lynya are assumed. With an initial relative 
humidity of 65%, which is a representative av
erage for Mirny Station during katabatic epi
sodes [Rusin, 1964), the July evaporation rate 
given in Table 1 will saturate (relative to 
ice) the katabatic layer well before the east
ern boundary of the open water is reached. 
Because this calculation is sensitive to the 
assumed temperatures and initial relative hu
midities, it only demonstrates that condensa
tion can occur frequently. Fog has a similar 
thermal signature to thin ice; attempts were 
made to exclude regions with these chara cter
istics from the polynya domains defined by 
Kurtz and Bromwich [19831. It is thus con-

ceivable that the polynya area has been under
estimated. 

Radiation conditions on the polar plateau 
during late summer pl~y a role in polynya for
mation. Schwerdtfeger [1977) notes that the 
southern polar summer is very short, lasting 
for only a bout 30 days between mid-December 
and mid-January. This is followed by rapid 
cooling a nd concomitant strengthening of the 
surface temperature inversion [Schwerdtfeger, 
19701. This situation is responsible for the 
early r esumption of strong, persistent kata
batic winds in Terra Nova Bay before sea ice 
begins to form. D. Skinner observld strong 
katabatic winds (speeds to 40 m s- ) at In
expressible Island on 7 of the 8 days from 
January 10-17, 1983. The onset of these winds 
in mid-February was noted by Scott' s Northern 
Party in 1912 and measured by the AWS in 1984. 
Thus sea ice cannot consolidate prior to the 
onset of s trong winds; otherwise, a solid ice 
cover might form that could not be dispersed. 
Similarly, in spring the continued presence of 
marked offshore winds maintains open bay wa
ters. 

During late winter and spring (August-
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Octobe~) the bay wate~ col umn p~obably con
tains the least sensible heat of any season. 
Despite daily inc~easing solar insolation, the 
net surface energy balance remains negative 
(Table 1). Overall kataba tic outflow starts 
to decrease while sea surface temperature re
mains low . Rapid sea ice freezing takes place 
when winds diminish or cease, and it is then 
that the bay is likely to freeze ove~ [Wright 
and Priestley, 1922]. Katabatic outflow pe~
sists to some degree year-round, howeve~, and 
increasing winds destroy the thin i ce cover. 

Sea Ice Drift 

Pack ice in the western Ross Sea probably 
drifts no~thwa~d a long the coast during win
ter, given the northward surface currents 
there [U.S . Navy Hydrographic Office, 1960; 
Priestley, 1974] , and the winter d~ift track 
of the Aurora [Wordie, 1921]. As noted by 
Kurtz and Bromwi ch [1983], the Ross Sea within 
about 200 km of the Victo~ia Land coast is ap
parently under the influence of a ma rked bar
rier wind regime. Such wind s arise because 
the steep Transantarctic Mountains deflect 
westward moving cold air masses [Schwerd t
fege~, 1979a) , and will induce rapid ice move
ment to the north [Schwerdtfeger, 1979b ). Ob
servations from the Sierra Nevada Mountains 
(T.R. Parish, personal communication, 1984) 
show that relatively weak surface temperature 
i nversions, such as those given by Phillpot 
and Zillman [1970 ] for the western Ross Sea, 
can result in pronounced ba rrier winds. A 
numerical simulation of the winter drift of 
Ross Sea pack ice [Ba ranov et al., 1977) also 
finds large drift rates in the weste~n Ross 
Sea. Thei~ calculation partly accounts for 
the influence of barrie~ winds because the 
broadscale structure of the surface pressure 
field has been established from many years of 
simultaneous p~essure obse~vations at McMu~do 
and Hallett Stations (Figure 2). Bromwich and 
Kurtz [1984) pointed out that katabatic winds 
from the Reeves Glacie~ and barrie~ winds in 
the western Ross Sea can co-exist if the shal
low, dense katabatic airstream unde~cuts the 
much deepe~ and less dense ba~rier wind laye~. 

Orientation of the Drygalski Ice Tongue 
perpendicula~ to this drift direction results 
in ice blockage that is essentia l for main
taining wintertime open wa ter in Te~ra Nova 
Bay. Blockage is a lso indicated by east-west 
trending p~essure ridges south of the ice 
tongue [David and Priestley, 1914), and obser
vations by ear ly explo~ers of ice floes being 
deflected eastward a~o und this feature 
[Priestley, 1974 ) . Infrared satellite images 
indicate that, during winter 1979, the eastern 
border of the polynya did not extend seaward 
of the extremity of the Drygalski Ice Tongue. 
This observation reflects the ice tongue's 
con trol on winter polynya width, because kata-

batic winds probably extend much farther sea
ward than its eastern end. 

We postulate annual recu~~ence of this po
lynya. The majo ~ influences, persistent kata
batic outflow through the Reeves Glacie~ val
ley a nd ice tongue blockage of northward 
drifting sea ice, a~e ~ecurring, stable phe
nomena. Satellite obse~vations of the polynya 
spanning severa l yea~s, open wate~ in Terra 
Nova Bay in 1912, and careful evaluation of 
nearly a decade of synoptic ice charts [Fleet 
Weather Facility, 1975, 1977 , 1979; Naval Po
la~ Oceanog~aphy Cente~, 1981, 1983) support 
this in terp~e ta tion. 

Polynya Cha~acte~: Seasonal and 
Sho~t-Te~m Behavior 

Gene~al characteristics of the Ter~a Nova 
Bay po lynya that pe~sis t through the winter 
a~e visible in Figu~es 3a-3c and 4a-4d. F~om 

April th~o ugh Oc tobe~ the bay is the warmest 
(darkest tones) region in the weste~n Ross 
Sea. West of the polynya (P), a wa rm s igna
ture (E) of descending (drift-bea~ing?) kata
batic winds is visible. In most images a def
inite the~mal (wind) convergence into the 
Reeves and David Glacier valleys can be seen. 
The zone of loose pack ( L), clea ~ly defined in 
Figu~es 4a-4d, extends east and no~theast of 
the polynya. Fractu~es simila~ to those vis
ible elsewhe~e in the Ross Sea are not present 
in this zone because of katabatic wind action, 
and pack ice surrounding it is ma~kedly colde~ 
( lighte~ tones). The often diffuse boundary 
between open wate~ and loose pack ice may ind
icate the p~esence of ei the~ thin ice or 
cloud/fog within the boundary laye~. Frac
tures and genetically related leads form as 
the Ross Sea pack ice shifts in response to 
regional wind stresses . 

The autumn to l a te winter sequence f~om 
1978 and 1979 (Figure 3) demonstrates seasonal 
polynya stability. Sea ice begins freezing in 
the western Ross Sea in l ate February and ear
ly Ma~ch; ice melting begins in Decembe~, 
though some ice persists there th~oughout the 
year. Winte~ s unset in Terra Nova Bay occurs 
on May 5, with no sunrise until August 10. 
Figure 3a (Ap~il 19, 1979) illustrates the 
autumn po lynya, which is large in this image, 
~ 3000 km 2• The Ross Sea pack ice field has 
consolidated and definite polynya boundaries 
have formed; Streten 's [1983) data suggest 
that the 1979 polynya may have appeared atypi
cally late in autumn. The eastern polynya 
boundary sometimes extends seaward of the tip 
of the Drygalski Ice Tongue during autumn, as 
it may also do in late spring. Coastal leads 
such as that south of the ice tongue in Figure 
3a formed throughout the winter but were typi
cally not this large (Figure 3b). The tri
angular shape of thi s particula~ lead (com
pared with l inear fractu~es) suggests lnflu-
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Fig . 5. Time series of polynya area (from 
satellite images) and zonal geostrophic wind 
(from synoptic maps). (a) May 15-31, 1979. 
(b) August, 1979. Positive zonal wind s are 
westerlies and negative values are easter
lies. Polynya time series is dashed when data 
are missing for 2 or 3 consecutive days and 
omitted when the gap exceeds 3 days. Open 
circles indicate c l oudy images. 

ence of offshore winds and probably indicates 
tha t new ice there has yet to consolidate. 

The winter polynya is shown in Figure 3b 
during a period of expansion . Synoptic condi
tions led to eastward movement of the entire 
Ross Sea pack ice field as evidenced by l eads 
south a nd east of the Drygalski I ce Tongue. 
Mean polynya a rea during winter is - 1000 km 2 

The polynya probably did not disappear during 
1979 ; some open water was visible near the 
Reeves Glacier outlet on all clear images . The 
presence of t his nucleus of open water re
flects the persistence of katabatic wind s in 
tha t region, a nd has been observed on sa tel
lite i mages from other years. 

Figure 3c exemp lifies the polynya in l a te 
winter a nd early spring. The region was rela
tively warm, but polynya fluctuations were 
grea test during that time ( Figure Sb). As 
spring pr ogr essed, the polynya tende d to be 
larger than average ; but there were brief ( 24 -
36 hours ) periods when the bay was almost to
tally ice - covered. It persisted until mid-

January 1980 [Nava l Po lar Oceanography Center, 
1981) by which time t he Ross Sea pack ice had 
dispersed a nd the polynya l ost its iden t ity. 
Pronounced katabatic outflow probably contin· 
ues well into the summer. 

An important change occurring through the 
season involves the zone of unconsolidated 
pack i ce (L), and further demonstrates the 
Drygalski Ice Tongue blocking ef fect. The 
southern border of the reg ion of loose pack 
shifted in orientation from approximately 
eas t-wes t during autumn ( Figure 3a) (i .e. al
mos t parallel to the ice tongue) , to rough ly 
northeast-southwest in late wi nter and spring 
(Figure 3c) , pivoting around the northeastern 
corner of the ice t ongue. The boundary be
tween loose pack and northward moving consoli
dated pack probably defines a t r a nsition be
tween the region where katabatic ac tion pr e
ven t s sea ice accumulation and those a r eas 
whe r e it does not, In early autumn t he bound 
ary accurately reflects the extent and magni
tude o f t hese winds. Persistence of the zone 
of l oose pack throughout the winter indicates 
the persistence of ka tabatic winds. Wind t r a 
jectories a re not expected to undergo system
atic seasonal variation , howeve r, so progres 
sive changes in trajectories cannot account 
for the boundary shift. As win te r progr esses, 
location of the boundary is de t e rmined less by 
the position of the katabatic jet, and mo r e by 
the presence of northward drifting pack ice in 
the Ross Sea. Ross Sea pack ice is deflected 
around the Drygalski Ice Tongue and i s prob
ably not significantly affected by katabatic 
wind action. The western e dge o f the consoli
da t ed pack, which is regulated by the ice 
tongue , may se rve as a barrier against which 
i ce advected eastward from the bay accumu
lates, forming the loose pack- consolidated 
pack i ce bounda ry . Interaction between polyn
ya forcing agents which maintain the loose 
pack field and the northward drifting Ross Sea 
pack ice lead to a seasonally shif ting border, 
whose satellite-observable position and move
ments record ice tongue blocking. 

The May 1979 sequence (Figures 4a-4d) re 
cords an expanding polynya during winter . Fig
ure 4a (May 16) depic ts average win~er condi
tions; open water area is - 1000 km , Figures 
4b-4d record polynya expansion t o - 3000 km 2 

on May 24. The time series compa ring po lynya 
area with zonal geostrophic wind (Figure Sa) 
di sp l ays a correlation t hat is c ha ra cteristic 
of most but not all of the period of detailed 
study (Figure Sb), i.e., interaction between 
katabatic and synop tic winds leads to a trip
ling of polynya area i n 2-3 days. The thermal 
signature of descending katabatic winds (E) 
persisted unchanged t hroughout this period , 
and it was in conjunction with f avor able 
synoptic conditions ( i.e., strong westerly 
a nd /o r weak eas terly zonal geos t rophic winds) 
that the area of open water increased. This 
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is further indicated on May 24 by simultaneous 
opening of coastal leads due to regional wind 
stresses on the Ross Sea pack and a cyclone 
centered over the Ross Ice Shelf (Figure 4d). 

Polynya area fluctuated quasi-periodically 
in 1979, with a period of 15-20 days [Kurtz 
and Bromwich, 1983]. Analysis of the 1979 
time series suggests that dec reases in polynya 
area are more rapid than increases. Of seven 
cycles, expansion of polynya area to double or 
triple the average size required - 2 days . 
For the four observable cases of these seven, 
the mean time for the polynya area to decrease 
to average (- 1000 km2) was < 1 day, typically 
occurring in the interval from one available 
image to the next. Relative speeds of expan
sion and c losing may indicate the nature of 
physical processes occurring during t hose 
events . Opening most likely r ef lects eastward 
advection of sea ice by enhanced katabatic 
winds due ei ther to a synoptic pressure gra
dient which largely offsets the frictional 
dissipation or (possibly) to an atypically 
large supply of co ld surface air on the pla
teau . Two mechanisms (either individually or 
in combination) could account for decreases in 
polynya area. First, westward advection of 
sea ice from the Ross Sea could fill Terra 
Nova Bay. In general, the time required for 
this would be somewhat longer than for ea s t
ward advection because katabatic winds in the 
western bay would oppose this transport. Ceo
strophic winds with s trong easterly components 
were present during some closing events, but 
were not strong enough to account for the rel
atively rapid decreases in polynya area in the 
presence of offshore katabatic winds . A sec
ond mechanism involves freezing of bay waters 
following cessa tion or weakening of katabatic 
winds . This is expected to occur rapidly 
[Bromwich a nd Kurtz, 1984] and was observed to 
happen in only a few hours in 1912 when the 
winds cease d [Priestley, 1914]. Decrease in 
polynya area via this mechanism need not indi
cate cessation of katabatic winds. Rather, it 
may reflect a modifica t ion of the katabatic 
traj ectory , leading to a local decrease in 
wind intens ity and sea surface freezing in 
marginal regions of the polynya. Though ten
tative and requiring further documentation, 
observations from 1979 suggest that the polyn
ya r e turns to its mean size by the latter me
chanism. 

Cavalieri and Martin [this volume] have 
used satellite passive microwave radiance data 
to estimate the area of open water within s ix 
East Antarctic coasta l polynyas during the 
1979 win te r . By comparing 4-day composites of 
these data with concurrent surface wind s peed 
observations from the neares t manned coastal 
sta t ion , they obtained cross- correlation coef
ficients which mostly ranged from 0.5 to 0.75. 
By contrast, Kurtz a nd Bromwich [1983] ob
tained a much lower corre lation (0.30) between 

daily es timates of polynya area in Terra Nova 
Bay (from thermal infrared sa tel lite imagery) 
and zonal geostrophic winds in the western 
Ross Sea. When these data were averaged over 
the same 4-day intervals used by Cavalieri and 
Martin, the correlation coefficient increased 
only slightly to 0.36. 

All the polynyas shown by Cavalieri and 
Martin [this volume] appear to be synoptically 
forced. Those to the west of Dibble Iceberg 
Tongue, Dalton Iceberg Tongue, Casey Station, 
Bowman I s land, and Shackleton Ice She lf are in 
places where open water would be expected ac
cording to the model of Knapp [1972] and these 
locations are not subject to enhanced kataba
tic outflow [Parish, 1982]. Although the po
lynya west of the Mertz Glacier Tongue is ad
jacent to a region of in tense katabatic wind s 
[Parish, 1981] that open water also appears to 
be generated by passing cyc lones. Katabatic 
wi nds in that area seem to dissipate within a 
few kilometers of the coast [Bal l, 1957]. No 
substantial a rea of open water at the coast
line ha s been observed on thermal infrared 
images [Bromwich and Kurtz, 1982] or is indi
cated by the Cavalieri and Martin [this vol
ume] data (see their Figure 9a). 

Cavalieri and Martin [this volume] used 6-
hourly wind observations from Dumont D'Ur
ville, Casey, and Mirny s tations. Only at Ca
sey is the s urface wi nd regime governed almost 
entirely by the synoptic press ure gradient 
[Bromwich, 1976]. The pronounced i nfluence of 
synoptic processes on the katabatic regime s at 
Dumont D'Urville and Mirny stations is dis
cussed by Cava lieri and Martin [this volume]. 
Thus the synoptic winds generating the adja
cent coastal polynya s a r e well represented by 
the Casey observations, but less satisfactor
ily by the Mirny and Dumont D' Urville measure
ments . 

The basis for the apparent discrepancy can 
be readi ly identified. As argued a bove, beha
vior of the katabatic jet is the key factor 
governing fluctuations of the Terra Nova Bay 
polynya, synoptic processes only being of ma
jor importance during periods of expans ion. A 
low corr e lation between polynya area and zonal 
geostrophic wind is thus to be expected. Con
versely, Cavalieri and Martin [this volume] 
correlated variables which are directly rela
ted to t he primary f orcing (coastal s urface 
winds at the three stations) and to the sea 
ice response (polynya area). The highest cor
r e lations were obtained for the Casey- polynya 
comparison where wind observations provide the 
best estimate of synoptic forcing. 

Physical Oceanographic Effects of the Polynya 

Circulation along the west coast of the 
Ros s Sea is probably characterized by net 
northward movement of water at a ll depths [Ja
cobs et al., 1970], fl ow rates are uncertain. 
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Except during summer the water column consists 
wholly of High Salinity Shelf Water (HSSW), 
most of which appears to recirculate on the 
continental shelf [Jacobs et al., this vol
ume]. Density increases with depth are in
fluenced principally by increasing salinity 
(HSSW salinity ranges from about 34.75 to 
34.90); temperature is nearly constant at the 
surface freezing point of seawater. Sea ice 
meltwater forms a summer layer of warmer, less 
saline water which is transformed into HSSW 
during autumn. 

Calculations presented in Table 1 reveal a 
large energy loss from the ocean to the atmo
sphere. We now examine how much of this en
ergy could be supplied from the sensible heat 
content of water masses flowing northward 
along the Victoria Land coast. The amount of 
sensible heat available at the polynya s urface 
is taken to be the s um of the sensible heat 
contained in two volumes of surface water, the 
temperatures of which are presumed to be low
ered to the surface freezing point while in 
the polynya. Surface water is defined as that 
water overlying the HSSW in summer. It occu
pies approximately the top 250 m of the water 
column and contains almost all of the sensible 
heat . The first volume (B) consists of the 
surface water in the polynya (B = 3.25 x 1011 

m3), and the second (F t) is the volume of sur
face water ad vee ted northward in to the po lyn
ya. Ft is calculated from 

F t = D Lp c t ( 1) 

where Dis the water depth (250m); L is the 
typical east-west dimension of the po~ynya 
(~ 2.5 x 104 m); c is the depth-averaged cur
rent speed of surface water passing through D 
x L • The time ( t) that surface waters con
taiK sensible heat after the start of energy 
loss from the Terra Nova Bay water column is 
estimated to be - 100 days. This interval ex
tends from about mid-February (Table 1) to the 
end of May when complete transformation of the 
water column to HSSW was observed at McMurdo 
Sound during 1961 [Littlepage, 1965). 

Water movements in the western Ross Sea are 
somewhat uncertain, so we have allowed the 
depth-averaged current speed (c) to range from 
2 to 8 em s - 1 . The Aurora broke away from her 
winter moorings at Ross Island on May 6, 1915 
and drifted generally northward with the pack 
along the Victoria Land coast, passing the 
latitude of Cape Adare around August 8, 1915 
[Wordie, 1921). Prior to early August when 
very high drift rates were experienced, the 
average speed was 7.6 em s-1 , which we will 
take as an upper bound for the mean surface 
current in the vicinity of Terra Nova Bay. 
Gordon et al. [1981) infer a small vertical 
current shear in the dynamically-similar 
western Weddell Sea [Killworth, 1974] . Cur
rent vectors between ZOO and 300 m along the 

front of the Ross Ice Shelf average around 5-
10 em s-1 and show l i ttle vertica l variation 
[Pillsbury and Jacobs, this vo lume]. 
Considerably stronger s urface currents have 
been inferred there [U.S. Navy Hydrographic 
Office, 1957) but are highly variable and may 
be significantly influenced by the ice shelf 
[compare Amos, 1982). 

The observed drift of large ice floes near 
Drygalski Ice Tongue during December 1981 and 
January 1982 [Ahlnaes and Jayaweera, 1983) 
suggests complex water motions . As discussed 
earlier, their floes A and D to the eas t and 
south of the ice tongue we believe may have 
been influenced by a katabatic outflow from 
the David Glacier. This airflow could induce 
a net drift to t he southeast and may not be in 
equilibrium with the l a rge scale atmospheric 
pressure field. Their floes B and C, to the 
east of Terra Nova Bay and north of floes A 
and D, moved c l ockwise around circular paths 
of ~ 40 km diameter with an average speed of 
2 em s-1• Assuming that floes B and C were 
away from the influence of the weaker and mor e 
intermittent summer katabatic winds from the 
Reeves Glacier, those drifts could have been 
caused by transient or semi-permanent eddies 
[Ahlnaes and Jayaweera, 1983). To allow for 
varying degrees of local water recirculation , 
computations have also been done with c set 
equal to 6, 4, and 2. em s - 1 . Data from a 
year-long current meter mooring in Terra Nova 
Bay during 1984 [D. Pillsbury, personal com
munication, 1984] may provide a better esti
mate for mean flow . 

The amount of sensibl e heat delivered to 
the polynya surface ( Hs) can be expressed as 

where
3

QB and QA are the summer hea t contents 
per m of bay waters and northward flowing 
surface waters respectively, and A is the mean 
polynya area (1.3 x 109 m2). The sensible 
heat of the latte r surface water is presumed 
to decrease linearly to zero over the interval 
t due to sea ice formation to the south of 
Terra Nova Bay. Thus the average heat content 
is 0.5 QA. In the absence of data t o the con
trary, QA = QB is adopted as a useful first 
approximation. Thus, 

(3) 

Heat contents were calculated from hydrograph
ic station data collected in the western Ross 
Sea during February 1978 [Jacobs and Haines, 
1982]. Station locations are given in Figures 
l and 2. Differences betwee n observed poten
tial temperatures and sa linity-dependent sea 
surface freezing points [Fujino et al. , 1974; 
see also UNESCO, 1978) were computed every 10-
m to 100-m depth and at 25 m i ntervals to 250 
m. The resulting depth-averaged sensible-heat 
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TABLE 3. Sensible-Heat Content and Salinity 
Deficit of Su rface Water ( Upper 250 m) at 

Hydrographic Stations in the Western 
Ross Sea During Februa ry 1978 

Heat Con tent, 
Station kJ m- 3 Sa linity Deficit 

165 1590 0.090 
166 619 0 .127 
16 7 703 0.123 
168 737 0.057 
169 100 0.074 

Average of 
166-168 686 (=QA) 0.102 

contents are listed in Table 3. Similar cal 
cula tions for the entire water column indicate 
that, as expected, most (85- 90%) of the sen
sib l e heat is contained in the upper 250 m. 
Station 165, north of the Terra Nova Bay re
gion, may reflect different processes than a t 
the stations near the bay (166-168). Station 
169, located very close to the Drygalski Ice 
Tongue and perhaps influenced by it, is much 
colder than the others. The average heat con
tent of the three stations near the bay is 
used to estimate QA because their similar heat 
contents and surface water profiles may re
flect the regional character of surface water 
in this part of the Ross Sea. The resulting 
Hs va lues are l isted in Table 4. 

Assuming that the heat l osses calculated in 
Table l reflect avera ge conditions, the amount 
of ice formation that alone would be needed to 
balance G can readily be found (Table 5). 
Anta rct i c frazil ice, formed under turbulent 
sea surface conditions, has salinities ranging 
from 5.0 to) 10.0 [Gow et al., 1982), with 

the most saline ice being produced at the 
highest freezing rates. Therefore, we use a 
l aten t heat of fusion of 251.4 kJ kg-l (Lf), 
corresponding to an ice salinity of 10.0, and 
an ice density of 925 kg m-3 (p i) [Schumacher 
et al., 1983) to ca l culate ice production . 
The heat obtainable from cooling surface wa
ters to the l oca l freezing point can a l so be 
expressed in terms of equivalent ice thick
ness. Comparison of Tables 4 and 5 shows that 
even with the shortest polynya residence times 
the sensible heat of surface waters could sup
ply only 8% of the needed energy. If the net 
energy gained by the water column in December 
and January (Tab l e 1) was completely recycled 
in the polynya, this would offset only 3.2 m 
of ice production. Thus, almost all of the 
energy must be supplied by latent heat asso
ciated with the phase change of wa ter from 
liquid to solid. The Terra Nova Bay polynya 
is an example of the latent heat type de
scribed by Zwally et al . [this volume) for the 
Antarctic and by Dunbar [1981) for the Cana 
dian Arc tic. 

A c umulative annual ice production of 
- 60 m is between one and two orders of magni
tude grea ter than the mean thickness of ice 
formed in the Ross Sea, and is possible be
ca use the katabatic wind continually drives 
the ice away from the s horeline and prevents 
the formation of an insulating ice cover . 
Schumacher et al. [198.3] used salinity data to 
infer that 5 m of sea ice formed in a synopti
cally forced Arctic polynya during the roughly 
30 days it was present in the 1980-1981 win
ter. This suggests that the ice production 
rates calculated in Table 5 are reasonable. 
Schumacher et al. [1983) also found that maxi
mum ice production took place at moderate tem
peratures (- -l0°C). At colder temperatures 
(- -20°C) approaching those characteristic of 
Terra Nova Bay, the high instantaneous ice 
production rapidly decreased the polynya area 
and shut off the ice formation. However, the 
efficient transport (ind uced by the katabatic 

TABLE 4 . Heat Available to the Polynya Surface From 
the Sensible-Heat Content of Surface Waters 

c, c, Polynya F t• Hs• Equivalent Sea 
Residence Time, Ice Thickness, 

em s - 1 m d-l years lOll m3 105 kJ m-2 m 

2 1728 0.082 10.8 4.6 2.0 
4 3456 0.041 21.6 7.4 3 . 2 
6 5184 0.027 32.4 10.3 4.4 
8 6912 0.021 43 . 2 13 .1 5 . 6 

Ft from Equation (l); Hs from Equation (3). 
Equivalent sea ice thickness is the a mount which would release latent heat equiva
lent to Hs. It is calculated from Hgl(pi Lf). 
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TABLE 5. Ice Production in the Polynya 

Month 

March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
January 
February 

Total 

- 529 
-607 
-814 
-835 
-816 
- 861 
-814 
-488 
-143 
+145 
+135 
-107 

Ice,b 
em d-l 

19. 7 
22.6 
30.2 
31.0 
30 . 3 
32.0 
30 . 2 
18. 1 
5.3 

4.0 

Ice, 
m 

6. 1 
6.8 
9.4 
9.3 
9. 4 
9.9 
9. 1 
5.6 
1.6 

1.1 

68.3 

0.46 
0.44 
0.33 
0 . 31 
0.33 
0.31 
0.31 
0.44 
0.59 

0.90 

aFrom Table l. 
bice production (em d-l) = <iGix 24 x 3600 x 
10~{/(pi Lf x 1000) ~~th G in W m-2 , Lf in kJ 
kg , and pi in kg m . 
cRatio of ice production needed to supply la
tent heat losses (to the a tmosphere) to that 
needed for sensible heat ( LE/H )(fr om Table 1). 

wind) of frazi l and grease ice into the Ross 
Sea and northward advection of this ice by the 
prevailing surface current prevents s ubsta n
tial ice buildup in Terra Nova Bay. Tab l e 5 
a l so shows that evaporation plays a signifi
cant but not dominant role in the winter ice 
production . By contrast, Ledenev [ 1963 ] con
cluded that sensible- a nd latent-heat fluxes 
are equally important for ice production and 
formation of cold, sa line water ma sses along 
the East Antarctic coast . The difference is 
due to the much lower temperatures in Terra 
Nova Bay. For a given wind speed the 
sensible-heat flux increases steadily as the 
temperature falls but the latent-heat flux be
comes nearly constant , being dependent on the 
(fixed) saturated specific humidity at the 
freezing point of seawater. 

Six ty meters of ice formation over the 1300 
km2 polynya amounts to a total of 78 km3 , or 
enough to cover 39 ,000 km 2 with ice 2 m thick. 
This area represents - 10% of the Ross Sea l y
ing to t he southwest of a line running from 
Cape Adare to Cape Colbeck. Given the present 
uncertainties as to the quantitative impact of 
thi n ice upon the s urface energy balance, 
78 km3 must be regarded as an uppe r limit to 
annual ice formation in Terra Nova Bay. As 
noted earlier, sma ller energy losses through 
the polynya s urface a llow the katabatic jet to 
retain its identity for g r eater distances off-

shore (as suggested by sate llite images) and 
thus to distribute significant ice formation 
over a wide area of the western Ross Sea. The 
calcula t ed ice production in Terra Nova Bay 
can be compared with values obtained by Caval 
ieri and Martin [ thi s volume ] for six East 
Antarctic coasta l polynyas between late June 
and September 30, 1979 . During this interval 
Terra Nova Bay is estimated to have produced 
- 40 km 3, while Cavalieri and Martin [this 
volume] calcu lated amounts between 5 and 
36 km3 (their va lues have been transformed to 
an ice salinity of 10.0). 

During ice production at the polynya sur
face, about one third of t he sa lt is incorpor
ated into the ice and advected out of the bay 
by the katabatic wind while the majority forms 
a high-density brine that may convect to the 
bottom of the- 1000-m water column. The re
sulting depth-averaged salinity increase of a 
water parcel passing through Terra Nova Bay 
(6S) can be estimated from 

6S (4) 

The annual rate of sea ice formation (I, m3 
yr- 1) , and the mass of solids released for 
each cubic meter of ice formed (Si , kg m- 3 ) 
determine the total quantity of salt released . 
The speed at which the water pa r ee l moves 
through the polynya ( expressed here as parce l 
residence time in the polynya (Rp, years)) and 
the volume of water in which the sa lini ty in
c r ease is distributed at any given time (v, 
m3) (i.e., 1m2 t imes depth of haline mixing) 
determine the volume of water affected. Based 
u~on the surface energy bala nce I equals - 60 
m yr- 1; Si is taken to equal 25 kg solids re
leased pe r cubic meter sea ice formed. This 
co rrespond s to frazil ice sa linities of - 10.0 
(as before), formed from HSSW of sal inity 
- 35 .0. Two dep ths of haline mixing are ex
amined, 250m and 1000 m (v = 250m3, 1000 m3, 
respectively). The 250m depth is approxi
mately the thickness of the fresher , warmer, 
mixed surface water . This represen t s a known 
minimum depth of hal i ne mixing as the HSSW 
column is homogenized during winter . The max
imum depth of haline mixing is taken to be the 
mean water depth beneath the polynya, 
- 1000 m. Polynya residence times are taken 
to be the same as those in Table 4. 

Ta ble 6 gives modeled increases in salinity 
for the var i ous circumstances. It is assumed 
that a l l salinity enhancement takes place in 
the polynya, and no attempt is made to esti
mate the (probab ly considerable) lateral 
spreading and mixing of salt along isopycnal 
surfaces [e .g. Carmack and Ki l lworth, 1978]. 
Sa linization values in Table 6 are yearly to
tals; they are not intended to reflect summer 
sea ice melting or l ike l y seasonal variations 
in ice production, polynya fo rcing mechanisms, 
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TABLE 6. Depth-Averaged Salinity Increase 
During HSSW Transit of the Polynya 

Residence 
Time 

Rp, years 

0.082 
0.041 
0.027 
0.021 

Salinity Increase 6S (kg m- 3) 
from Equation (4) 

v = 250 m3 v .. 1000 m3 

0.49 0. 12 
0 .25 0.06 
o. 16 0.04 
0.13 0.03 

current speeds, and depths of mixing. The 
salinization values for mixing to the bottom 
of Terra Nova Bay are significantly smaller 
than the 0.26 - 0.44 sa linity enhancement cal
culated by Zwally et al. [this volume) for the 
polynya along the northwestern margin of the 
Ross Ice Shelf. 

The magnitude of two neglected salinity ef
fects can readily be determined. Fo llowing 
arguments used to scale the sensible heat 
available in autumn surface waters, the ap
proximate surface freezing (FR, m of ice) 
needed in Terra Nova Bay to convert the fresh
er surface water to HSSW is given by 

FR 
pw (B + 0. 5 Ft) Sd 

A si 
(5) 

Th~ product of the density of water (pw• kg 
m- ), the volume of surface water t hat is pre
sent within or passes through the polynya in 
100 days (B or Ft), and its salinity deficit 
(Sd or 0.5 Sd, kg of salt per kg of water) 
determines the mass of salt needed. Sd is the 
difference between the layer-average summer 
surface water salinity (calculated from Febru
ary station data given by Jacobs and Haines 
[1982)) and the presumed HSSW value. The lat
ter is approximated by extrapolating deep wa
ter salinities to 125 m. As before, results 
for stations 166-168 are composi ted (Tab l e 3), 
and the deficit for surface waters entering 
the bay is supposed to linearly decrease to 
zero by the end of May. Even with the short
est polynya residence time (Rp = 0.021 year, 
Ft = 43.2 x 1011 m3, Table 4), the required 
salt is provided by ~ 8 m of ice formation . 
The salt left behind by the annual freshwater 
evaporation (Table 1) is equal to that rejec
ted by ~ 3 m of surface freezing. The net im
pact of these partly offsetting effects does 
not substantially alter the results in Table 6. 

Cavalieri and Martin [this volume), Zwa lly 
et al. [this volume ), and Ledenev [1963) have 

noted the qualitative association between 
areas with highly sa line, co l d summer shelf 
water and recurring East Antarctic coastal 
polynyas. With the present uncertainties con
cerning water movements in the western Ross 
Sea, no attempt is made to use the few avail
able oceanographic measurements to verify the 
salinity enhancement inferred for the Terra 
Nova Bay po lynya. However, the values presen
ted in Table 6 indicate that salinization in 
and around the bay is an active process during 
winter and that a regional signa l of this 
should be detectable. 

An estimate of the potential importance of 
the Terra Nova Bay polynya for the salt budget 
of the Ross Sea can be provided. From salt 
flux considerations, Jacobs et al. [this vol
ume) estimate that at least 1. 9 m of sea ice 
annually forms over the Antarctic continental 
shelf, and that half of this melts locally 
while the remainder is advected off the shelf. 
The calcu lated ice production in Terra Nova 
Bay would amount to 0.20 m if spread over the 
entire Ross Sea continental shelf, about 10% 
of the annual total. Calculations by Zwally 
et al. [this volume) imply that the polynya 
adjacent to the Ross Ice Shelf dominates the 
Ross Sea salt budget; ice production there is 
equivalent to covering the continental shelf 
with 1.6 - 2.8 m of sea ice. However, as no
ted by Jacobs et al. [this volume), the Terra 
Nova Bay polynya probably plays a very impor
tant role in the salinization of HSSW which 
may amount to 20% of all shelf water in the 
Ross Sea. Up to one half of the annual salt 
addition to this water mass could be due to 
s urface energy exchanges in Terra Nova Bay. 

Conclusions 

The polynya in Terra Nova Bay is a stable 
feature, recurring annually, persisting 
throughout the winter, and affecting several 
thousand sq uare kilometers of the western Ross 
Sea. Decadal constancy of polynya driving 
forces enables us to utilize spatially wide
spread data co llected over many years to for
mulate and substantiate ideas regarding po
lynya processes. Ongoing AWS monitoring of 
the kata ba tic outflow should a llow extensive 
testing and refinement of these concepts. A 
key future task is to dete r mine the relative 
mixture of thin ice and open water at the po
lynya surface as a function of distance off
shore, and thus to better evaluate the ene rgy 
fl uxes from the polynya to the atmosphere and 
to define their role in the offshore longevity 
of the katabatic wind. 

Polynya presence affects physical oceano
gr aphic processes. The s ustained, cold wind 
blowing over the bay removes substantial ener 
gy from t he water co lumn. Because l ittle sen
sible heat is available, most of the energy 
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transfer must be supplied by latent heat r e
leased during seawater freezing . The kataba
tic wind continually advects newly formed ice 
away from the shoreline and keeps the water 
and atmosphere in direct con tact for continued 
ice formation. Surface heat budge t calcula
tions predict that a cumulative ice thickness 
of up to 60 m could be produced each year. 
This is equivalent to ~ lOr. of the sea ice an
nually formed over the continental shelf in 
the Ross Sea. Some 60r. of the available salt 
forms a high density brine that descends into 
and mixes with the High Salinity Shelf Water; 
the remainder is incorporated into the newly 
formed ice and is carried away in near-surface 
layers . This salinity enhancement at depth 
may partly account for the salinity field tha t 
Killworth (1974) a ttempted to model (Jacobs et 
a 1 ., this volume). Consideration that polynya 
effects may be superimposed on the regional 
density distribution may improve his simula
tion. 

The combination of strong, persistent kata
batic winds and ice tongue blocking is neces
sary to form the Terra Nova Bay polynya. Po
lynyas can also be formed, in the lee of suit
ably oriented obstacles, by strong winds asso
ciated with passing cyclones [Knapp, 1972]. 
Loewe (1956) reports that sea ice conditions 
off Adelie Land are variable even under the 
influence of similar wind and temperature con
ditions. The presence of open water and fast 
ice along this coast in separate years when 
the average katabatic wind speed was 19 m s-1 

demonstrates once again tha t even very strong 
offshore wind s are not always a sufficient 
condition for formation and maintenance of 
large open water areas dur i ng win ter. Winds 
off Adelie Land appear to dissipate within a 
few kilometers of the shore [Ball 1956, 1957), 
and do not influence sea ice motions far from 
the coast . These strong offshore winds may 
lead to frequent coastal leads or early ice 
breakup, such as the sea ice retreat along the 
Adelie Coast inferred from passive microwave 
imagery by Zwally et al. [ 1983). 
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